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This was a great buy. The bookstore at the school wanted about $100 for this code. I was really

happy that I got it at such a great price and the code worked perfectly. I would totally recommend

buying these webassign anywhere but at the school. Just make sure you get the right one. And if

anyone is wondering this does comes with the eBook "Calculus: Early Transcendentals" by james

stewart.

I have to note that if you are looking for a webassign code, don't go to the bookstore and buy it

online but you have to look for the ISBN number so that you get the right thing you need.This

webassign is for Calculus: Early Transcendentals - 7e StewartI feel very happy right now doing all

things right!

This was a great deal, especially buying from the new and used section. It comes with the

"Youbook" Calculus: Early Transcendentals - 7e Stewart, James. I wasn't sure what to expect so I

also purchased a physical copy, but now I realize I didn't have to. The Youbook is similar to a .pdf

but contains interactive links to videos. I've accessed this course from several computers and found

that pages of the book and videos will not load on computers with older versions of software (adobe

flash player, etc). If you run into this, and cannot update the software for whatever reason, you can



google the .pdf.

Very useful, and came in a timely matter in a neat envelope. It did it''s purpose to get access. Would

I buy it again? Yes, if I was unfortunate enough to have to use web assign again. Though I'm

currently waiting to see if this is actually multi term access.Edit: Even though I verified that the code

worked for both courses, and that it was considered part of the same subject, the item didn't work

with the new class. So if the textbook changes it doesn't work for multiple classes even if it is multi

term code.

Good for Calculus - 3 classes in North Carolina school. Using it from day one. No issues reported

yet. Thanks.

It works for the class that I'm taking but do make sure to ask about how long the code is for and

check the ISBN code for accuracy. I ended up getting the 2 semester code when I thought I had

purchased the lifetime edition code. But this was also an mistake on my part since I didn't ask the

seller about the details when I needed it for the class that I'm taking in school in a hurry.

Access code worked for my class, I was a bit worried that it would not, because of the Prefix code

said "Cengage-RMY" and I was not sure what that meant, but I bought it and gave it a try. Before

opening the code I did some research and found this website that will help anyone unsure. I

Googled "WebAssign - Access Card Prefix Check".I think this page is broken so what I did was

typed "Calculus" in the "Look up Textbook" section, and then I matched the cover of the book with

the photo on the page, (I found the right book cover by using the curtesy 12 day free trial by

Cengage and signing in with my teacher's provided class code (which you will need anyway). Then

on the last two columns on the right it will say which access code Prefix can be used with the book. I

hope this helps those who may be confused, like me. It does save a lot of money, and the ebook is

available with no extra costs.

Was a little iffy about purchasing this online, but I'm soo glad I did! I needed access to webassign

for school so having to spend half the price for this was awesome!
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